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Specialist experience in

Office fit out and commercial
interior builders
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ommercial businesses, government departments,
retail and financial institutions - we have worked with
all. Our commercial interior and building experience

has helped us achieve the level of service that is required when
working with these organisations.
Unleash your working space potential with professional office
fitout solutions, commercial building and commercial interior
works from TL Building. Our experienced team can bring
your office or workplace to life with fresh ideas and building
solutions, for a modern and functional finish.
With over 20 years commercial building and interior
experience, TL Building is a trusted company with many
clients over a range of sectors. Based in Sydney’s south, our
commercial building projects take us all over Sydney’s CBD and
greater metropolitan areas. We also service the Wollongong
area and other parts of regional New South Wales.
Our ‘client first’ policy includes clear communication on the
specifics of any project, ensuring the right results are delivered
upon handover. TL Building always endeavours to be:

3On time!
3On brief!
3On budget!
FRANK AGCA

Southern Radiology

“

We have six practices across Sydney
and have plans for more. We’ll certainly
continue to engage TL Building for our
fit-outs. The communication from TL is
always excellent and we’ve never had a
project completed late.
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Who will you deal with?
One of our secrets of project success is that you’ll deal with
the Managing Director, Todd Lester. From quotation to
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finished project, he’ll personally manage the entire job for you
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and guarantee A1 craftsmanship, efficiency and reliability...
every time!
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This also guarantees a
clear, uninterrupted line of
communication!
TLBUILDING

With TL Building there are no unnecessary links in the chain.
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You’ll be given progress reports as required and if you ever
have a question, it will be answered quickly by the Managing
Director... there’s no waiting for your enquiry to go through
other hands!
Make sure your next commercial fit-out project is done on
time, on brief and on budget.

It always comes down to
specialist experience!

robert rybanic

“

menzies aviation

I would recommend TL Building to
anyone that appreciates a job being
done to a high standard and on time.
Whenever we have fit-out projects,
Todd Lester and his team make
everything very easy for us. They’re our
first choice for projects of any size.
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TL Building PTY LTD
P.O. Box 185
Sans Souci NSW 2219
M 0418 296 501
E todd@tlbuilding.com.au
W www.tlbuilding.com.au
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